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                     is the founder of DRs’ Choice
Billing Solutions. With 40+ years’
experience, she is a leader in the medical
billing environment.  She keeps current
on the ever-changing world of medical
billing to ensure all the latest regulations
are implemented and every possible
dollar is collected.

                       has  30+ years' 
 experience in the medical office
operational setting. She strives to
make it an overall smooth experience
for both the patient and provider,
while maximizing profit. Julissa’s
attention to detail adds to ensure
overall success.

                         has enjoyed 30+ years
of a highly successful career in the
Medical Billing environment. Her
hands-on office management is
second to none; and her dedication to
client’s success is unsurpassed. Sylvia
is proud to report a 98% clean claim
rate in a fast-paced medical provider’s
office.

                              is a Registered Nurse
in the emergency room where has
worked with multiple different aspects
of the hospital staff.  She is dedicated
to assuring to a positive patient
experience, as well as working with the
multidisciplinary staff to improve
quality, safety, and service. 

Miscoding and fraudulent billing can
destroy a medical practice. Many billing
and coding errors made by office staff are
not malicious in nature, but are due
instead to incorrect patient information,
duplicate billing, unclear claim numbers,
inaccurate codes and poor
documentation.

DRs' Choice Billing Solutions' staff is tasked
with translating the care delivered by
medical professionals into billable services
using a complex system of CPT, ICD-10
and HCPCS codes; all while maintaining
compliance with ever evolving insurance
industry regulations. 
Our team will work tirelessly to ensure all
claims are "clean" on the first submission,
but be prepared to resubmit when the
insurance company denies or rejects 
 them erroneously. 

www.4drschoice.com



Why

Choose Us?

Services 
we currently offer

Some Important statistics

for our providers
Insurance Eligibility & Verification
Patient Demographics Entry
CPT, ICD-10, HCPCS Coding
Charge Posting
Claims Submission
Payment Posting
A/R Follow-Up 
Denial Management & Appeals
Patient Statements
Transparent Reporting
And much more... 

We deliver far more than just billing. You
will receive the personal, expert attention
your practice needs. Yet, our pricing is
exceptionally reasonable given the level
of service and expertise we deliver. When
billing in-house you face fixed costs, but
with DRs' Choice Billing Solutions your
costs are personalized to exactly what
you need.   

$262 billion in initial claims
submissions are denied 
30% of all claims are either denied,
lost or ignored
It costs $6.50 to initially file a claim.
$25 to resubmit rejected claims
$25x100 claims/month x12 months =
$30k lost revenue 

Out of all denied claims, 65% of them
are never reworked

            Costly, right?

When you decide to outsource your
medical billing operations to DRs' Choice
Billing Solutions all billing tasks and
claims submissions will be handled by
our highly trained team, so you can
spend more time concentrating on
providing quality care to your patients. 
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